Introduction
The power of the Semantic Web [1] , as the next generation of the Web, will be realized when software agents are able to understand the Web content, process the information and exchange the results with other software agents. Adding logic to the Web is one of the key requirements. This logic must be powerful enough to describe complex properties of web resources but not so complicated that agents could be tricked by being asked to consider a paradox. To achieve these two contradictory requirements, researchers attempt to adopt the layered approach, where the upper layer is extended from the lower layer with enhanced expressive power. This allows that different applications can choose the logic language suiting their needs most.
The bottom layer is Web Ontology Language (OWL) [14] . OWL, a recommendation by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), is the latest standard to define the ontology. It is based on Description Logic (DL). Although OWL adds considerable expressive power to the Semantic Web, to retain the decidability of key inference problems in OWL DL and OWL Lite, OWL has its expressive limitations. Certain desired properties can not be expressed for some applications. Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [9] extends OWL by combining the OWL DL and OWL Lite with the Unary/Binary Catalog sub-languages of the Rule Markup Language. It introduces a new kind of axiom, named Horn clause rules, to OWL DL. Recently, Semantic Web Rule Language First Order Logic (SWRL-FOL) [15] has been proposed to further extend the SWRL to handle unary/binary first-oder logic.
Reasoning can be useful at many stages during the design, maintenance and deployment of ontology. Using the reasoning service provided by Semantic Web reasoners, software agents can autonomously infer new knowledges from the given knowledges and perform different tasks. For example, Pizzafinder 2 , as a small application developed by our research group, demonstrates how the reasoner could be used by a web software agent for their application. Pizzafinder uses the Pizza Ontology, and a reasoner to dynamically generate pizza toppings and pizza topping categories. The user can include toppings that they would like on their pizza and exclude any toppings that they do not want on their pizza. The description logic reasoner is used to determine if the choices that have been made contradict each other -for example, choosing to include Jalapeno Pepper topping, but choosing to exclude all hot toppings -the choices are automatically adjusted to modify any decisions that could potentially lead to contradictions and inconsistent results.
Because autonomous software agents may perform their reasoning and come to conclusions without human supervision, it is essential that the shared ontology is consistent. However, since the Semantic Web technology is still in the early stage, the reasoning and consistency checking tools are primitive. The existing OWL reasoning tools such as FaCT [8] and RACER [6] have been developed specifically for the decidable description logic, which are based on tableaux algorithm. They are far from perfect. Furthermore, currently there does not exist a tableaux algorithm that can support the reasoning of SWRL-FOL, or even SWRL. Hence, it would take some effort and time for people to research into new algorithms and build new tools to support SWRL and SWRL-FOL reasoning. However, as it can been foreseen that it is critical and urgent to provide some reasoning service to SWRL and SWRL-FOL in order to make them to be integrated into ontology languages hierarchy and to have their impacts on the practical web applications.
Alternatively, rather than developing new algorithms and tools, a light-weight approach to provide reasoning service which can complement existing OWL reasoners and support SWRL and SWRL-FOL is to customize and reuse some existing tools. After decades of research and development, some mature formal modelling/reasoning tools have been established successfully. These tools could well be adopted to reasoning about OWL, SWRL and SWRL-FOL.
This paper proposes to develop a reasoning environment using the software modelling language Alloy and its Analyzer [11] for web ontology families language. It complements the existing OWL reasoning tools like RACER, and also supports the newly extended SWRL and SWRL-FOL.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the OWL, SWRL, SWRL-FOL and Alloy. In section 3, we present the Alloy semantics for the OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL language and the transformation from the ontologies into their corresponding Alloy models. Section 4 presents a case study to demonstrate the reasoning processes of SWRL-FOL ontology models in the Alloy Analyzer. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses the future work.
This paper is substantially extended and revised from the early conference paper 'Reasoning Support for SWRL-FOL Using Alloy' [19] .
Backgrounds

Semantic web overview
Semantic web and OWL
The Semantic Web is a vision for a new kind of Web with enhanced functionality which will require semantic-based representation and processing of Web information. W3C has proposed a series of technologies that can be applied to achieve this vision. The Semantic Web extends the current Web by giving the web content a well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. XML is aimed at delivering data to systems that can understand and interpret the information. XML is focused on the syntax (defined by the XML schema or DTD) of a document and it provides essentially a mechanism to declare and use simple data structures. However there is no way for a program to actually understand the knowledge contained in the XML documents.
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [12] is a foundation for processing metadata; it provides interoperability between applications that exchange machine-understandable information on the Web. RDF uses XML to exchange descriptions of Web resources and emphasizes facilities to enable automated processing. The RDF descriptions provide a simple ontology system to support the exchange of knowledge and semantic information on the Web. RDF Schema [2] provides the basic vocabulary to describe RDF documents. RDF Schema can be used to define properties and types of the web
OWL constructs
Description
OWL class
classes OWL property properties OWL subclass [C ] subclasses of C OWL subproperty[P ] subproperties of P instanceof [C ] instances of the OWL class C Table 1 : OWL constructs (partial)
resources. The advent of RDF Schema represented an early attempt at an SW ontology language based on RDF. OWL [14] is a standard (W3C recommendation) for expressing ontologies in the Semantic Web. The OWL language facilitates greater machine understandability of Web resources than that supported by RDFS by providing additional constructors for building class and property descriptions (vocabulary) and new axioms (constraints), along with a formal semantics. OWL consists of three sub-languages: OWL Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full, with increasing expressiveness. OWL Lite and DL are decidable, but OWL Full is generally not. An OWL ontology consists of classes, properties and individuals. Classes are interpreted as sets of objects that represent the individuals in the domain of discourse. Properties are binary relations that link individuals, and are interpreted as sets of tuples, which are the subsets of the cross product of the objects in the domain of discourse. OWL classes fall into two main categories -named classes and anonymous classes. Anonymous classes are formed from logical statements. They contain the individuals that satisfy the logical description. Anonymous classes may be further sub-divided into restrictions and logical class expressions. We summarize some essential OWL constructs in Table 1 . To be simpler, informal OWL syntax has been used here. For example, OWL class denotes the OWL construct "Class" .
SWRL
Although OWL includes a relatively rich set of class constructors, the language provided for expressing properties is much weaker. SWRL [9] intends to overcome the expressive restriction of OWL properties by extending OWL with some form of "rule language". SWRL is based on a combination of the OWL DL and OWL Lite sublanguages of the OWL Web Ontology Language with the Unary/Binary Catalog sublanguages of the Rule Markup Language. SWRL introduces a high-level abstract syntax for Horn-like rules in both the OWL DL and OWL Lite sub-languages of OWL. SWRL extends OWL by also allowing rule axioms, i.e., by adding the construct: axiom ::= rule A rule axiom consists of an antecedent and a consequent, each of which consists of a set of atoms which could be class membership (C(x)), property membership (P(x,y)) or individual in/equalities(differentFrom(x,y)/sameAs(x, y)). Informally, a rule means that if the antecedent holds (is "true"), then the consequent must also hold. A simple example of the rules could be used to express the knowledge that "if ?x 1 is a child of ?x 2 and ?x 2 is a brother of ?x 3, then ?x 3 is an uncle of ?x 1". Informally, this rule could be written as:
⇒ hasUncle(?x 1, ?x 3)
SWRL-FOL
SWRL-FOL [15] extends SWRL axiom to arbitrary first-order formula over unary and binary predicates. It extends SWRL with "assertion" axioms that contain first-order sentences , i.e. axiom ::= assertion
Assertions assert first-order sentences, where no free variables are allowed in the formulae. For example an axiom could be used to express the knowledge that "for all the person ?x 1 if s/he is a 'wealthy Parent', then s/he has at least one child ?x 2 who is a millionnaire.". Informally, this axiom could be written as:
We can see from the above example that by introducing first-order formulas, more complex logical statements can be expressed in SWRL.
Existing reasoning tools for Semantic Web
Ontology reasoning tools have been built alongside the development of ontology languages. The rest of this subsection will introduce a few of these tools.
Cwm (Closed world machine) [18] is a general-purpose data processor for the Semantic Web. Implemented in Python and command-line based, it is a forward chaining reasoner for RDF.
Triple [17] is a RDF query, inference and transformation language. It does not have a built-in semantics for RDF Schema, but it allows semantics of languages to be defined with rules on top of RDF. This feature of Triple facilitates data aggregation as users can perform RDF reasoning and transformation under different semantics. The Triple tool supports OWL through external OWL reasoners such as FaCT and RACER.
FaCT (Fast Classification of Terminologies) [8] , developed at University of Manchester, is a TBox (concept-level) reasoner that supports automated concept-level reasoning, namely class subsumption and consistency reasoning. It does not support ABox (instance-level) reasoning. It is implemented in Common Lisp and comes with a FaCT server, which can be accessed across network via its CORBA interface. Given an OWL ontology, it can classify the ontology (performs subsumption reasoning) so as to reduce redundancy and detect any inconsistency within it.
RACER, the Renamed ABox and Concept Expression Reasoner [6] , implements a TBox and partial ABox reasoner for the description logic ALCQHI R + (D)
− [7] . It can be regarded as (a) a Semantic Web inference engine, (b) a description logic reasoning system capable of both TBox and ABox reasoning and (c) a prover for modal logic Km. In the Semantic Web domain, RACER's functionalities include developing ontologies (creating, maintaining and deleting concepts, roles and individuals); querying, retrieving and evaluating the knowledge base, etc. It supports OWL and RDF.
The FaCT and RACER are the most well accepted OWL reasoners. However, they still have many limitations, such as both of them can only flag an OWL class is inconsistent without providing any explanation. The debugging task is left to the user. Furthermore, there is very limited datatype support, such as integer and string. Also FaCT does not provide any ABox reasoning. RACER can only partially support ABox reasoning. Alloy approach proposed in this paper can complement FaCT and RACER [3] .
Currently, there is not a well accepted system supporting SWRL, and only few prototypes has been developed. There is no reasoning tool supporting SWRL-FOL yet.
Alloy overview
Alloy [11] is a structural modelling language based on first-order logic, for expressing complex structural and behavioral constraints. Alloy treats relations as first class citizens and uses relational composition as a powerful operator to combine various structured entities. The essential constructs of Alloy are as follows:
• Signature: A signature (sig) paragraph introduces a basic type, a collection of relations (called field), and a set of constraints on their values. A signature may inherit fields and constraints from another signature.
• Function: A function (fun) captures behavior constraints. It is a parameterized formula that can be "applied" elsewhere.
• Fact: Fact (fact ) imposes global constraints on the relations and objects. A fact is a formula that takes no arguments and needs not to be invoked explicitly.
• Assertion: An assertion (assert ) specifies an intended property. It is a formula whose correctness needs to be checked, assuming the facts in the model.
The Alloy Analyzer is a tool for analyzing models written in Alloy. Given a finite scope for a specification, Alloy Analyzer translates it into a propositional formula and uses SAT solving technology to generate instances that can satisfy the facts and properties expressed in the specification.
Alloy semantic for OWL constructs
Basic concepts
The semantic model for OWL is encoded in the module OWL. Users only need to import this module to reason about OWL ontology in Alloy.
module OWL
All the things described in the Semantic web context are referred to as web resources. A basic type Resource is defined as:
Other concepts such as classes and properties defined later are extended from the Resource. Property, which is a kind of Resource itself, relates Resource to Resource.
disj sig Property extends Resource {sub_val: Resource -> Resource}
"disj" is a keyward from Alloy for denoting the disjointness. Each Property has a relation sub val from set <Property, Resource, Resource> with type <Resource, Resource, Resource> (since in Alloy subsignature does not introduce a new type). This relation can be regarded as a RDF statement, i.e., a triple of the form <property(or predicate), subject, value(or object)>.
The class corresponds to the generic concept of type or category of resource. Each Class maps a set of resources via the relation instances, which contains all the instance resources. The keyword disj is used to indicate the Class and Property are disjoint.
disj sig Class extends Resource {instances: set Resource}
The OWL also allows the use of XML Schema datatypes to describe (or define) part of the datatype domain. Alloy supports Integer and String. Apart from these there are no predefined types in Alloy, Datatype has been treated as a special Class, which contains all the possible datatype values in the instances relation. disj sig Datatype extends Class {}
Class elements
The subClassOf is a relation between classes. The instances in a subclass are also in the super-classes. A parameterized formula (a function in Alloy) is used to represent this concept.
fun subClassOf(csup, csub: Class) {csub.instances in csup.instances}
The disjointWith is a relation between classes. It asserts that there are no instances common with each other.
fun disjointWith (c1, c2: Class) {no c1.instances & c2.instances}
Property restrictions
The allValuesFrom construct states that all instances of the class c1 that have the values of property P all belong to the class c2. 
Boolean combination of class expressions
The intersectionOf function defines a relation between a class c1 and a list of classes clist. The List is defined in the Alloy library. The class c1 consists of exactly all the objects that are common to all class expressions from the list clist.
fun intersectionOf (clist: List, c1: Class) {all r: Resource| r in c1.instances <=> all ca: clist. * next.val | r in ca.instances}
The unionOf function defines a relation between a class c1 and a list of classes clist. The class c1 consists of exactly all the objects that belong to at least one of the class expressions from the list clist. It is analogous to logical disjunction; fun unionOf (clist: List, c1: Class) {all r: Resource| r in c1.instances <=> some ca: clist. * next.val| r in ca.instances}
Property elements
The subPropertyOf construct states that psub is a sub-property of the property psup. This means that every pair (subject,value) that is in psup is also in the psub.
fun subPropertyOf (psup, psub: Property) {psub.sub_val in psup.sub_val}
The domain function asserts that the property P only applies to instances of the class c.
fun domain (p: Property, c: Class) {(p.sub_val).Resource in c.instances}
The inverseOf function shows two properties are inverse.
fun inverseOf (p1, p2: Property) {p1.sub_val =˜(p2.sub_val)} All other OWL constructs can be defined in a similar manner. Please refer to the complete OWL Alloy semantics online.
Alloy semantic for SWRL extension
SWRL extends OWL by adding the rule axioms. A rule axiom consists of an antecedent and a consequent, each of which consists of a set of atoms. Atoms can be of the following forms, where C is an OWL description, P is an OWL property, and x,y are either variables, OWL individuals or OWL data values.
• C(x): Informally, it holds if x is an instance of the class description C.
• P(x,y): It holds if x is related to y by property P.
• sameAs(x,y): It holds if x is interpreted as the same object as y.
• differentFrom(x,y): It holds if x and y are interpreted as different objects. Table 2 shows how the above atoms can be modelled in Alloy.
Atom
Alloy representation Table 2 : Alloy semantic for the atoms As mentioned before, a rule means that if the antecedent holds, the consequent must also hold. It can be modelled as a universally quantified fact in the form of implication. For example the following rule axiom (where a 0 ... a n are atoms)
Implies (Antecedent (a 1 , . .., a n ) Consequent (a 0 )) will be modelled as: 
fact {some V1, ..., Vn : Resource | C} Table 3 : Alloy Semantic for SWRL-FOL
Alloy semantic for SWRL-FOL extension
SWRL-FOL extends SWRL with assertion axioms that contain first-order formulas. Table 3 presents the Alloy semantic for different SWRL-FOL formulas.
The above defines the basic transformation guidelines from the SWRL-FOL into their corresponding Alloy semantics. We will demonstrate the actual transformation process in the following section.
OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL to Alloy transformation
The previous section presented Alloy semantics for OWL, SWRL and SWRL-FOL, which forms the foundation for the reasoning environment. To be able to perform the automatic reasoning task using Alloy Analyzer, a Java program has been developed for the automatic transformation from an OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL knowledge file (in XML format) into its corresponding Alloy model.
A set of translation rules are developed in the following presentation.
OWL class translation
C ∈ OWL class static disj sig C extends Class{}
An OWL class C will be transferred into a scalar C, constrained to be an element of the signature Class.
OWL property translation
P ∈ OWL property static disj sig P extends Property{} An OWL property p will be translated into a scalar P, constrained to be an element of the signature Property.
Instance translation
An OWL individual x of class Y will be translated into a scalar x, constrained to be an element of the signature Resource. x is a subset of Y.instances.
Other OWL translations
Other OWL constructs can be easily translated into the Alloy functions defined in the previous section. For example the following rule shows how to translate the OWL subclass relation into Alloy code.
SWRL and SWRL-FOL translation
The transformation of SWRL rules follows the semantics defined in Table 2 . The variable x and y will be bound by some universal quantifiers. The SWRL rule can be modelled as a universally quantified fact in the form of implication. Similarly, the transformation of SWRL-FOL follows the semantics presented in Table 3 . More translation rules can be found from [19] and the web site http: //nt-appn.comp.nus.edu.sg/fm/alloy/introduction.htm.
Translation example
The translation rules have been implemented in a Java program. The following OWL ontology defines two classes animal and plant which are disjoint. The eats and eaten by are two properties, which are inverse to each other. The domain of eats is animal. The carnivore is a subclass of animal which can only eat animals. The ontology is given in a syntax similar to the "DL syntax" given in [10] . This fragment ontology can be transformed by the tool into the following Alloy segment.
module animal / * import the defined library module * / open SWRL-FOL / * plant and animal are translated to two class instances. The key word static is used to a signature containing exactly one element. * / static disj sig plant, animal extends Class {} / * The disjoin element was translated into fact in Alloy * / fact {disjointWith(plant, animal)} / * eats, eaten_by are translated to two property instances * / static disj sig eats, eaten_by extends Property {} fact {inverseOf(eats, eaten_by)} fact {domain(eats, animal)} static disj sig carnivore extends Class{} fact{subClass(animal, carnivore)} fact{allValuesFrom(eats, carnivore, animal)} static disj sig herbivore extends Class{} fact{subClass(animal, herbivore)} fact{allValuesFrom(eats, herbivore, plant)} The transformation of SWRL rules follows the semantics defined in Table 2 . The variable x and y will be bound by some universal quantifiers. The SWRL rule can be modelled as a universally quantified fact in the form of implication. For example the following rule axiom hasParent (?x 1, ?x 2) ∧ hasBrother (?x 2, ?x 3) ⇒ hasUncle(?x 1, ?x 3) will be modelled as: fact {all x1, x2, x3: Resource | (x1->x2) in hasParent.sub_val && (x2->x3) in hasBrother.sub_val => (x1->x3) in hasUncle.sub_val}
The transformation of SWRL-FOL follows the semantic presented in Table 3 . After transforming the ontologties to the Alloy model, the consistency of the OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL ontology can be checked and some reasoning can be done readily. 
Reasoning OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL ontology with Alloy Analyzer
Reasoning is one of the key tasks for Semantic Web applications. It can be useful at many stages during the design, verification, maintenance and deployment of web ontology. In this section, we show that different Semantic Web reasoning tasks can be accomplished by using the Alloy Analyzer.
Standard OWL reasoning tasks
There are two different levels of checking and reasoning in OWL, the conceptual level and the instance level. At the conceptual level, the class properties and subclass relationships can be reasoned. At the instance level, the membership checking (instantiation) and instance property reasoning can be done.
Class property checking
It is essential that the ontology shared between autonomous software agents is conceptually consistent. Reasoning with inconsistent ontologies may lead to erroneous conclusions. An OWL class is deemed to be unsatisfiable (inconsistent) if, because of its description, it cannot possibly have any instances. This section gives some examples of inconsistent ontology that can arise in ontology development, and demonstrate how these inconsistencies can be detected by the Alloy Analyzer. For example, another class tastyPlant which is a subclass of plant and eaten by the carnivore is defined.
There is an inconsistency since by the ontology definition carnivores can only eat animals. Animals and plants are disjoint.
Class (tastyPlant partial plant restriction(eat by allValuesFrom(carnivore)))
We translate the ontology into an Alloy program, add some facts to remove the trivial models (like every type is empty set) and load the program into the Alloy Analyzer. The Alloy Analyzer will automatically check the consistency. AA attempts to find a model -a binding of the variables to values -that makes for the formulas (the formulas translated from the OWL model) true. If no such model can be build, it means that the model has been over constrained, i.e, there are some contradiction (inconsistency) in the model.
In the example, it can be concluded that there is an inconsistency in the animal ontology since Alloy can not find any solutions satisfying all facts within the scope (Figure 1 ). Note that when Alloy can not find a solution, it may be due to the scope being too small. By picking a large enough scope, "no solution found' is very likely to mean that an inconsistency has occurred. AA tried to constructs a model which satisfied all asserted axioms. If no such a model could be build ("no solution found"), then there are some contradicted axioms in the model.
Besides discovering the existence of an inconsistency in ontology, tracing where the inconsistency arises from is also crucial for a reasoning tool to be practical. The existing OWL reasoners like FaCT and RACER can only flag the inconsistent class without providing any explanation. The debugging process is left to users. Without any tool support, identifying the conflicting knowledge could be frustrating. One possible systematic technique for finding the causes of inconsistent ontology is to manually remove individual knowledge information until the culprit is identified. This task can be lengthy and dangerous.
In Alloy, the "unsatisfied core" [16] functionality of recent SAT solvers was utilized and it supports core extraction, a new analysis technique that helps to discover overconstraint in declarative models. This functionality can provide some assistance for the user to trace the inconsistency.
Extracting the unsatisfiable core of a CNF formula, that is a subset of the clause set sufficient to cause a contradiction, has been developed recently by satisfiability solvers [16] . In the latest version of Alloy, the declarative model analysis has been cast as satisfiability instances and the unsatisfiable core has been mapped back onto the model. In other words, a user can identify the parts of model responsible for producing the unsatisfiable CNF core. Those parts, by themselves, suffice to produce an overconstraint, and their identification can help the user find the over-constraint. Using this functionality, the portions of the ontology which contradict each other can be traced readily. In the animal example, suppose a new class named funnything was defined to be a subclass of both animal and plant classes. It is easy to see that there is an inconsistency since the class animal and plant are disjoint. Alloy can automatically identify a set of knowledge which makes the ontology unsatisfiable (Figure 2) . The unsatisfiability maybe due to the fact that funnything is a subclass of animal, funnything is a 
Subsumption reasoning
The task of subsumption reasoning is to infer an OWL class is the subclass of another OWL class. That is for every instances of one OWL class, it is an instance of another OWL class as well. Using AA, the subsumption relationship between classes can be checked automatically. The relationship between the fish, shark and dolphin has been used as an example to demonstrate this kind of reasoning task. In the animal ontology a property breathe by is defined. The fish is a subclass of the animal which breathe by the gill. Since the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate ideas, the ontology has been kept simple. In reality there are some animals such as frogs and toads, which can respire by use of gills when they are young and by lungs when they reach adult stage. Also Several of the classes were upgraded to be defined when their definitions constituted both necessary and sufficient conditions for class membership, e.g., an animal is a fish if and only if it breathes by the gill. Additional subclass relationships can be inferred, i.e., the shark is also a subclass of fish. We transfer this ontology into an Alloy program and make an assertion that the shark is a subclass of fish. The Alloy analyzer will check the correctness of this assertion automatically (Figure 3) . The Alloy Analyzer checks whether an assertion holds by trying to find a counterexample. Note that "no solution" means no counterexample found, in this case, it strongly suggests that the assertion is sound. To make it more interesting, classes dolphin and lung are defined. Dolphins are a kind of animal which breathe by lungs. The classes gill and Suppose an assertion that the dolphin is a kind of fish is made, the Alloy Analyzer will refute it since some counterexample was found (Figure 4) . If the fact that dolphin is a fish is added in the module, the AA will conclude that an inconsistency has arisen.
Debugging uncompleted ontology
Information in OWL is gathered into ontologies, which can then be from different parties and stored as documents in the World Wide Web. Some knowledge may be missing in the ontology. Reasoning about uncompleted ontologies may lead to some unexpected results. We refer to the situation that because of some unavailable knowledges, the reasoners had inferred some unexpected knowledges which is different with natural facts. We need some tools to help the users to trace what is the missed knowledge causing the untrue conclusion that has been drew. AA checks the assertion by generating counterexamples -structures or behaviors for which an expected property does not hold; from a counterexample, it is usually not too hard to figure out what is wrong. Looking at the counterexamples may provide some hints to the user on why the expected result does not hold and what knowledge is missing. For example, to show the OWL class dolphin and shark are disjoint, Intuitively, this is a correct statement since dolphin breathes by the gill while shark breathes by the lung. Gill and lung are disjoint. When the following assertion is added to Alloy, surprisingly AA concludes it is wrong. assert disjointDS {disjointWith(shark, dolphin)} By looking at the counterexamples graph, it has been noticed that all the counterexamples (an animal which is both a shark and a dolphin) generated by AA have empty values for the property breath by. In fact this unexpected result comes from the semantic of allValuesFrom construct in OWL. An OWL semantic can not deduce from a allValuesFrom restriction alone that there actually is at least one value for the property. An allValuesFrom restriction for a property is trivially satisfied for an instance that has no value for that property at all. The allValuesFrom restriction demands that all values of the property belong to a class, and if no such values exist, the restriction is trivially true. That is the reason why AA finds out the common instance, which does not breathe at all, for the class dolphin and class shark. To remove this expected result, extra knowledge needs to be added, e.g., an animal must breathe by something.
Instantiation
Instantiation is one of the main contributions for reasoning over OWL ontology using Alloy. Currently some successful OWL reasoners like FaCT are designed for description logic (DL) T-box reasoning, which lacks support for instances. In Alloy every expression denotes relations. The scalars will be represented by singleton unary relations -that is, relations with one column and one row. The instance level reasoning can be supported readily in Alloy. Instantiation is a reasoning task which tries to check if an individual is an instance of a class. For example, two resources aFeralAnimal and aMeekAminal are defined as the instances of class animal. aGill is an instance of class gill. aFeralAnimal eats aMeekAnimal and breathes by aGill. People may want to check if aFeralAnimal is a carnivore and a fish.
Individual(aMeekAnimal type(animal)) Individual(aGill type(gill)) Individual(aFeralAnimal type(animal) value(breathe by aGill) value(eats aMeekAnimal))
We translate the ontology into an Alloy program and make an assertion as following:
static disj sig aFeralAnimal, aMeekAnimal extends Resource{} static disj sig aGill extends Resource{} fact {aFeralAnimal in animal.instances && aMeekAnimal in animal.instances} fact {aGill in gill.instances} fact {(aFeralAnimal->aMeekAnimal) in eats.sub_val} fact {(aFeralAnimal->aGill) in breathe_by.sub_val} assert isFishCarnivore {(aFeralAnimal in fish.instances) && (aFeralAnimal in carnivore.instances)} check isFishCarnivore for 15 AA concludes that this assertion is correct.
Instance property reasoning
Instance property reasoning (often regarded as knowledge querying) is important in Semantic Web applications. It is a task to query some properties with individuals. Since one of the promising strengths of Semantic Web technology is that it gives the agents the capability to do more accurate and more meaningful searches. The agent can answer some questions for which the answers are not explicitly stored in the knowledge base.
For example, the emerge early and emerge later are two properties, which are inverse to each other. Animal A emerges earlier than B if the species of A emerge earlier than the species of B on the earth. emerge early is transitive. Three animal instances firstDinosaur, firstApe and firstHuman are defined. firstDinosaur emerge early than firstApe and firstApe emerge early than firstHuman. One possible question people may ask is whether firstHuman is emerge later than firstDinosaur. With the assistance of Alloy reasoner, such questions can be answered.
fact{TransitiveProperty(emerge_early)} static disj sig firstDinosaur, firstApe, firstHuman extends Resource{} fact { firstDinosaur in animal.instances && firstApe in animal.instances && firstHuman in animal.instances} fact {(firstDinosaur->firstApe) in emerge_early.sub_val} fact {(firstApe->firstHuman) in emerge_early.sub_val} assert hum {(firstHuman->firstDinosaur) in emerge_later.sub_val} check hum for 14 AA concludes that this assertion is correct.
SWRL/SWRL-FOL related reasoning
Besides of being capable to support the standard reasoning tasks on OWL, such as performing consistency checking, subsumption and instantiation reasoning automatically, moreover, Alloy can also check more complicated ontology properties expressed by the newly extended languages such as SWRL/SWRL-FOL. In this section, we demonstrate how Alloy can be used to reasoning the SWRL-FOL ontologies.
A family relationship web ontology example is used here to illustrate the reasoning process. The following fragment of ontology first defines two OWL classes, Person and twinParent that represents the set of person who are the parents of twins, and three OWL object properties, i.e., hasChild, brotherSister and sameBirthTime. Secondly, the ontology class wealthyParent introduces the set of parents who have a child who is a millionnaire. Thirdly, two SWRL-FOL axiomatic assertions are defined to provide inference for the brotherSister and twinParent relationships. Lastly, the ontology class wealthyTwinParent is defined as a parent being both wealthyParent and twinParent. ,x1) hasChild(x3,x2) differentFrom(x1,x2)))) (brotherSister(x1, x2))))) Assertion(forall I-variable(x1) (equivalent (exists (I-variable(x2) (exists (I-variable(x3) (and(brotherSister(x2, x3) sameBirthTime(x2, x3) hasChild(x1, x2)))))) (twinParent(x1))))) Class (wealthyTwinParent complete wealthyParent twinParent)
From the above, it is noticed that two SWRL-FOL axioms were asserted. The first assertion shows that if two distinct people have a same parent, then they are brothers or sisters. The second assertion in the above ontology shows that if two people are brothers or sisters, and they have the same birth time, then their parents are twinparents. Furthermore, suppose some instances of the above ontology are asserted into the knowledge base as follows. We transform the above ontology (in XML format) into its Alloy model 3 using our transformation program.
Similar as reasoning OWL, the Alloy Analyzer can automatically perform different reasoning tasks for SWRL/SWRL-FOL. For example, it can detect that there is an inconsistency in the above ontology example, as the Alloy Analyzer can not find any ontology instances (solutions) satisfying all facts within the scope.
In this family ontology example, the inconsistency comes from the fact that Tom has been inferred as an instance of both the class wealthyParent and the class twinParent. However, there is a piece of knowledge in the model that explicitly indicates that Tom is not an instance of the wealthyTwinParent class, which contradicts to the inferred conclusion. As discussed before, with the assistance of Alloy Analyzer's "unsatisfiable core" functionality, the debugging process of identifying the source of inconsistency in the ontology becomes much more handy to the users.
Discussion
The correctness of the translation has been verified by many different test cases. A same problem has been sent to existing SW tools, theorem provers and Alloy; the same conclusions are drawn. Furthermore, the OWL has well defined semantics in first order logic and Alloy is also based on the first-order logic. The soundness of the translation can also be proved easily. In the early work [13] , it shows that the consistence between the Alloy Semantic for the Semantic Web languages and the original OWL semantic (Alloy has been regarded as a subset of Z). Formal proving this consistence is beyond the scope of this paper.
Related works and conclusion
This paper presented a reasoning environment for the Semantic Web ontology family languages (OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL). There are four main contributions of the paper. Firstly, it defines a semantic encoding for the OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL constructs in the Alloy first-order language. Secondly, it presents a systematic transformation tool from the OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL ontology (in XML) into its corresponding Alloy model. Thirdly, with the assistance of Alloy Analyzer, it has been demonstrated that the consistency of an ontology model can be checked automatically and different kinds of reasoning tasks can be supported. Our approach complements with existing OWL reasoners by providing full automatic debugging aids and instance level reasoning. Furthermore, SWRL-FOL is a newly proposed extension to OWL, and to our best of knowledge, so far there is no existing reasoning support for SWRL-FOL prior to this work. Finally, the paper also demonstrates a light-weight formal methods approach to the web ontology domain. Alloy was chosen over other reasoning tools because it is based on first-order relational logic and relations between Web resources are the focus issues in the Semantic Web context. Furthermore, Alloy has an impressive automatic tool support, the Alloy Analyzer, where automated generation of finite set of ontology instances, creation of counter-examples on assertions, and identifying the source of inconsistencies in the model are made available. Usual ontology tools such as FACT and RASER can detect errors in an ontology model, but may not be able to point out where the error is. Alloy approach provides the ontology "surgery" like capability to pin point the errors in the model with counter-examples or contradictory constraints. This is a highly complementary approach to Semantic Web reasoning. The approach has been successfully applied to a recent military ontology [5] .
It has indeed been realized that there is a limitation on the scalability of the current Alloy Analyzer in reasoning large ontology models. The approach presented here can only deal with the ontologies with relatively small size. Based on the same idea, authors also attempt to use the theorem prover, i.e. Z/EVES, to reason the SW ontology [4] . The theorem prover can handle large sized ontologies, but it requires the user's interaction. Here authors do not claim that Alloy is the only and best formal tool to reason over SW ontologies, but authors do claim that it is an effective attempt with certain novel and irreplaceable advantages like full automation and promising debugging assistance. In fact, it is unlikely in the near future that both expressive and automatic tool will be developed. Currently, it is desirable if the strength from different ontology reasoning tools can be integrated. [3] presented the methodology of checking ontologies using tools RACER, Z/EVES and AA in conjunction. This approach has been successfully applied for reasoning a real life military ontology.
In the future, it has been planned to integrate the current Alloy Analyzer reasoning facilities into our OWL/SWRL/SWRL-FOL transformation tool by connecting it to the Alloy API interfaces. In addition, we also plan to extend the transformation tool with the editing and designing functions for the ontology models, so that it will become an integrated development environment for the web ontology modelling, which includes design, transformation and reasoning functions in one coherent tool support.
